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Medical imaging plays an important role in the diagnosis and management of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). The Liver
Imaging Reporting and Data System (LI-RADS) was initially created to standardize the reporting and data collection of
CT and MR imaging for patients at risk for HCC. As contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) has been widely used in clinical
practice, it has recently been added to the LI-RADS. While CEUS LI-RADS shares fundamental concepts with CT/MRI LIRADS, there are key differences between the modalities reflecting dissimilarities in the underlying methods of image
acquisition and types of contrast material. This review introduces a recent update of CEUS LI-RADS and explains the key
differences from CT/MRI LI-RADS. (Clin Mol Hepatol 2017;23:280-289)
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the second most common
cause of cancer death worldwide and occurs most often in patients with risk factors for developing HCC including cirrhosis and
chronic hepatitis B.1 Surveillance programs for HCC in high-risk
patients have long been implemented in countries where the incidence of HCC is high. Once a focal hepatic nodule is detected
during HCC surveillance with ultrasound (US) or other imaging

modalities, a diagnostic imaging test including contrast-enhanced
CT, MRI, or contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) is performed.
CEUS has been established as a useful tool in the multimodality
approach to characterize hepatic nodules.2
The Liver Imaging Reporting and Data System (LI-RADS) was
initially created to standardize the reporting and data collection of
CT and MR imaging for patients at risk for HCC.3,4 As CEUS has
been widely used in clinical practice, the American College of Radiology (ACR) in 2014 convened a group of international experts
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to develop CEUS LI-RADS. After extensive discussions by the
working group and based on feedback received at international
conferences where preliminary versions of CEUS LI-RADS were
presented, an official CEUS-LI-RADS version 2016 was published
in August 2016.5 The working group has recently finalized a revision for CEUS LI-RADS version 2017 which will be available soon.
While CEUS LI-RADS shares fundamental concepts with CT/MRI
LI-RADS, there are key differences between the modalities reflecting dissimilarities in the underlying methods of image acquisition
and types of contrast material.
In this article, we review the diagnostic algorithms in the CEUSLI-RADS version 2017, discuss the key differences from CT/MRI LIRADS, and provide illustrative examples.

microbubbles can be safely used in patients with renal failure for
whom the use of CT/MRI contrast agents is contraindicated.7
Among the CEUS contrast agents currently available for liver imaging, Definity/Luminity (perflutren lipid microspheres, Lantheus
Medical Imaging, Billerica, MA, USA) and Sonovue/Lumason (sulfur hexafluoride microbubbles, Bracco Imaging, Milan, Italy) are
the most commonly used in western nations. Sonazoid (perfluorobutane, Daiichi-Sankyo, GE Tokyo, Japan), which is actively used
in Japan, South Korea, and Norway, enables additional liver evaluation in the Kupffer phase, as Sonazoid microbubbles are internalized by Kupffer cells. Although Sonazoid is not included in
CEUS LI-RADS v2017, it is expected to be included in future versions of CEUS LI-RADS.

CONTRAST AGENTS IN CEUS

CEUS LI-RADS

CEUS uses microbubble contrast agents. Microbubbles are gasfilled microspheres that are strictly intravascular because their size
of several micrometers does not permit them to pass through the
vascular endothelium into the interstitial space.2 There is no renal
excretion of microbubbles as the gas within the microbubbles diffuses through the thin shell and the agents have a half-life of only
a few minutes in blood. Microbubbles are not shown to have
nephrotoxicity; their gas is eliminated with respiration even in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease6 and the microbubble shell, which is often composed of phospholipids, is metabolized rapidly within the lipid pool of the human body. Therefore

CEUS LI-RADS provides a diagnostic algorithm which categorizes observations in the liver from LR-1 (definitely benign) through
LR-5 (definitely HCC) according to observation size and enhancement patterns, as shown in the diagnostic table (Fig. 1, 2).8 The
term “observation” was introduced instead of “lesion” in LI-RADS
for CT or MR scan. Observation is defined as a distinctive area
with imaging features that differ from those of adjacent liver parenchyma. It may be a lesion/nodule or pseudolesion. A nodule
refers to a discrete mass of rounded or irregular shape. For CEUS
LI-RADS, observation is also used at the beginning of the algorithm although it is recognized that, for CEUS, virtually all exami-

Figure 1. CEUS diagnostic table in LI-RADS v2017.
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CT/MRI Diagnostic Table
Arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE)
Observation size (mm)

No APHE

APHE (not rim)

< 20

≥ 20

< 10

10-19

≥ 20

Count major features:

None

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-3

LR-4

 “Washout” (not peripheral)
 Enhancing “capsule”
 Threshold growth

One

LR-3

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4
LR-5

LR-5

≥ Two

LR-4

LR-4

LR-4

LR-5

LR-5

LR-4
LR-5

Observations in this cell are categorized LR-4, except:
 LR-5g, if ≥ 50% diameter increase in < 6 months (equivalent to OPTN 5A-g)
 LR-5us, if “washout” and visibility at screening ultrasound (per AASLD HCC criteria)
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9
tense arterial
phase
uptake”,
or “wash-in”.
LR-5nodules
is an important
biopsy
or further
imaging.
LR-4
(probable HCC)
usually
category
because
LR-5
nodules
can
be
treated
as
HCC
without
birequire biopsy, but alternative imaging or short-term (<3 months)
opsy or further
imaging.
(probable
HCC)
nodules
reimaging
follow-up
can beLR-4
applied
if neither
biopsy
nor usually
treatment
quire
biopsy,
but
alternative
imaging
or
short-term
(<3
months)
is implemented immediately based on multidisciplinary discusimaging
can beprobability
applied if neither
biopsy nor
treatment
sion.
LR-3follow-up
(intermediated
of malignancy)
generally
reis
implemented
immediately
based
on
multidisciplinary
discussion.
quires alternative imaging or follow-up, but may require biopsy in
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Figure 4.
4. Rapidly
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B. (A,
(A, B)
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(arrows)
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and
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(arrows).
(C-E)
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after
contrast
injection
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discontinuous
nodule
(E)
after
contrast
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globulararterial-phase
arterial-phasehyperenhancement
hyperenhancementwith
withprogressive
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in the
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hemangioma. Real
Real time
time CEUS
CEUS shows
shows the
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rapidly changing
changing enhancement
enhancement of
of benign
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tumors.
(arrows),

LR-3 (intermediated probability of malignancy) generally requires
selected cases based on multidisciplinary discussion.
alternative imaging or follow-up, but may require biopsy in selectOther categories include: LR-M, LR-NC (not categorizable), and
ed cases based on multidisciplinary discussion.
LR-TIV (tumor in vein). LR-M is assigned to nodules with imaging
Other categories include: LR-M, LR-NC (not categorizable), and
features that are probably or definitely malignant but not specific
LR-TIV (tumor in vein). LR-M is assigned to nodules with imaging
for HCC. The differential diagnosis of LR-M observations includes
features that are probably or definitely malignant but not specific
atypical HCCs and non-HCC malignancies such as intrahepatic
for HCC. The differential diagnosis of LR-M observations includes
cholangiocarcinoma (ICC) and metastases. The imaging features
atypical HCCs and non-HCC malignancies such as intrahepatic
for LR-M include rim APHE, early (<60 seconds) washout, or
cholangiocarcinoma (ICC) and metastases. The imaging features
marked washout. Biopsy is usually required for LR-M to exclude
for LR-M include rim 3APHE, early (<60 seconds) washout, or
non-HCC malignancy. If the observation is not evaluable with
marked washout. Biopsy is usually required for LR-M to exclude
CEUS because of image degradation or omission, it is categorized
non-HCC 8malignancy.3 If the observation is not evaluable with
as LR-NC. LR-TIV refers to definite enhancing soft tissue in the
CEUS because of image degradation or omission, it is categorized
portal or hepatic vein regardless of visualization of a parenchymal
as LR-NC.8 LR-TIV refers to definite enhancing soft tissue in the
mass/nodule. The intravenous soft tissue lesion must have defiportal or hepatic vein regardless of visualization of a parenchymal
nite enhancement to some degree in the arterial phase followed
mass/nodule. The intravenous soft tissue lesion
must have definite
by washout, regardless of onset or degree.3,10
enhancement to some degree in the arterial phase followed by
washout, regardless of onset or degree.3,10
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KEY DIFFERENCES FROM CT/MRI LI-RADS
KEY DIFFERENCES FROM CT/MRI LI-RADS
Real-time assessment of arterial phase (AP)
Real-time assessment
enhancement
in CEUSof arterial phase (AP)
enhancement in CEUS
CEUS allows real-time evaluation of the enhancement of a nodCEUS allows real-time evaluation of the enhancement of a nodule that is well visible at gray-scale US, providing more sensitive
ule that is well visible at gray-scale US, providing more sensitive
detection of APHE than CT or MRI, which may fail to demonstrate
detection of APHE than CT or MRI, which
may fail to demonstrate
APHE due to AP mistiming (Fig. 3).11-13 APHE is one of the most
APHE due to AP mistiming (Fig. 3).11-13 APHE is one of the most
important imaging features for diagnosing HCC and is a necessary
important imaging features for diagnosing HCC and is a necessary
imaging feature for LR-5 categorization: LR-5 cannot be assigned
imaging feature for LR-5 categorization: LR-5 cannot be assigned
to liver observations lacking APHE. Therefore, CEUS is a reasonto liver observations lacking APHE. Therefore, CEUS is a reasonable alternative imaging option for nodules categorized at CT or
able alternative imaging option for nodules categorized at CT or
MRI as LR-3 or LR-4 due to the absence of APHE; some of these
MRI as LR-3 or LR-4 due to the absence of APHE; some of these
nodules potentially could be upgraded to LR-5 if APHE and washnodules potentially could be upgraded to LR-5 if APHE and washout are shown on CEUS.
out are shown on CEUS.
Rapidly enhancing hemangiomas (often referred to as flash-fillRapidly enhancing hemangiomas (often referred to as flash-filling hemangiomas) are often seen as nodules with homogeneous
ing hemangiomas) are
often seen as nodules with homogeneous
APHE on CT or MRI.14 As the classic peripheral discontinuous pudAPHE on CT or MRI.14 As the classic peripheral discontinuous puddling may be absent on these modalities, such hemangiomas may
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Figure 5.
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While most
arterioportal
shunts
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shaped,
permitting
pending
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geometry and
orientation
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imaging
their
diagnosis
on
CT
and
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some
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pending
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the
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In CT/MRI LI-RADS, there is a category of LR-5us which can be
visibility at screening US. A 10-19 mm nodule with APHE and
assigned to 10-19 mm observation with APHE and washout and
washout on CEUS is assigned to LR-5 on CEUS because CEUS is
visibility at screening US. A 10-19 mm nodule with APHE and
already performed for visible nodules on gray-scale US.
washout on CEUS is assigned to LR-5 on CEUS because CEUS is
Following this concept, it is not surprising that the CEUS LR-3
already performed for visible nodules on gray-scale US.
category will include a higher rate of HCC than the CT/MRI LR-3
Following this concept, it is not surprising that the CEUS LR-3
category. In fact, CEUS is performed on real nodules, usually same
category will include a higher rate of HCC than the CT/MRI LR-3
or greater than 10 mm in size and this condition already implies a
category. In fact, CEUS is performed on real nodules, usually same
significant risk of presenting a HCC. In contrast to CEUS, CT/MRI
or greater than 10 mm in size and this condition already implies a
also detects LR-3 observations that are not real nodules or that
significant risk of presenting a HCC. In contrast to CEUS, CT/MRI
may be less than 10 mm in size, as detected during the characteralso detects LR-3 observations that are not real nodules or that
ization of another larger lesion. Hence the rate of HCC is expected
may be less than 10 mm in size, as detected during the characterto be lower in CT/MRI LR-3 category.
ization of another larger lesion. Hence the rate of HCC is expected
to be lower in CT/MRI LR-3 category.

Characterization of washout: purely intravascular
microbubble contrast agent in CEUS
Characterization of washout: purely intravascular
microbubble
contrast agent in CEUS
Mass-forming ICCs are occasionally found during HCC surveil-

lance although the incidence is lower than that of HCC.29,30 As
Mass-forming ICCs are occasionally found during HCC surveilthere are considerable differences of treatment strategy and29,30
progAs
lance although the incidence is lower than that of HCC.
nosis between HCC and ICC, it is important to differentiate the
there are considerable differences of treatment strategy and progtwo.
nosis between HCC and ICC, it is important to differentiate the
Almost all malignant tumors except uncommon cases of welltwo.
differentiated HCC show washout on CEUS due to their lower
Almost all malignant tumors except uncommon cases of well-
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Figure
Figure 6.
6. Intrahepatic
Intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma
giocarcinoma in a patient with
alcoholic
alcoholic liver
liver cirrhosis. (A) There
isisaamass
mass(arrow)
(arrow)with
withrim
rimarterialarteriphase
hyperenhancement
al-phase
hyperenhancement on
contrast-enhanced
contrast-enhanced CT in the arterial
terial phase.
phase. (B) There is a progressive
gressive enhancement
enhancement of the
mass
mass (arrow)
(arrow) in the delayed
phase.
phase. (C)
(C) On
On dual-imaging display
play of
of the
the CEUS
CEUS image (grayscale
andand
CEUS
on the
scaleon
onthe
theleftleft
CEUS
on
right)
in the
phase,
the
the right)
in arterial
the arterial
phase,
mass
(arrow)
showsshows
isoenhancethe mass
(arrow)
isoenment
relative
to thetoliver.
(D)
hance-ment
relative
the liver.
CEUS
image
in inthe
(D) CEUS
image
thelate
latephase
phase
shows
shows marked
marked washout (arrow),
CEUS
CEUS LR-M
LR-M appearance.
appearance. Biopsy
confi
confrmed
rmedcholangiocarcinoma.
cholangiocarcinoma.

differentiated HCC show washout on CEUS due to their lower
blood volume than liver. However, some malignancies with high
blood volume than liver. However, some malignancies with high
vascular permeability and large extracellular interstitial space, invascular permeability and large extracellular interstitial space, including ICC, may fail to show washout on CT or MRI. Instead they
cluding ICC, may fail to show washout on CT or MRI. Instead they
show progressive enhancement rather than washout in the deshow progressive enhancement
rather than washout in the de31-35
layed phase of CT or MRI31-35
as the contrast agents for CT/MRI
as the contrast agents for CT/MRI
layed phase of CT or MRI
tend to diffuse through the vascular endothelium and accumulate
tend to diffuse through the vascular endothelium and accumulate
in the tissue interstitium especially in the tumors with desmoplasin the tissue interstitium
2,36-39 especially in the tumors with desmoplastic reaction (Fig. 6).2,36-39
Hence there are considerable differences
Hence there are considerable differences
tic reaction (Fig. 6).
of enhancement features between HCC and ICC on CT/MRI as
of enhancement features between HCC and ICC on CT/MRI as
most HCC show washout and ICC often show progressive enmost HCC show washout and ICC often show progressive enhancement in the late phase.
hancement in the late phase.
By comparison, ICCs and HCCs may overlap superficially in apBy comparison, ICCs and HCCs may overlap superficially in appearance on CEUS as both tumor types may show APHE and
pearance11 on CEUS as both tumor types may show APHE and
washout11, raising concern a decade ago of misdiagnosis of ICC
, raising concern a decade ago of misdiagnosis of ICC
washout40-43
as HCC.40-43 However, more recent studies have shown that deHowever, more recent studies have shown that deas HCC.
tailed assessment of APHE characteristics and of the timing and
tailed assessment of APHE characteristics and of the timing
and
40,44-47
degree of washout can reliably differentiate ICC from HCC.40,44-47
degree of washout can reliably differentiate ICC from HCC.
On CEUS, ICC often shows rim APHE which is uncommon in
On CEUS, ICC often shows rim APHE which is uncommon in
HCC. ICC consistently show marked washout of early onset, usuHCC. ICC consistently show marked washout of early onset, usually detectable within 1 minute after contrast injection (Fig. 7),
ally detectable within 1 minute after contrast injection
(Fig. 7),
2,44,48-50
similar to other nonhepatocellular malignant tumors.2,44,48-50
On
On
similar to other nonhepatocellular malignant tumors.
the other hand, HCC usually show mild and late-onset (≥60 secthe other hand, HCC usually show mild8,45,51-53
and late-onset (≥60 seconds after contrast injection) washout.8,45,51-53
Therefore, LR-M at
Therefore, LR-M at
onds after contrast injection) washout.
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There is
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(B)
The
observation
(arrow)
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hancement on contrast-enhanced MRI in the arterial phase. (B) The observation (arrow) shows slight hyperenhancement in the portal
portal venous
venous phase.
phase.
(C)
(C) The
The observation
observation is
is not
not seen
seen in
in the
the delayed
delayed phase
phase due
due to
to iso-enhancement
iso-enhancement relative
relative to
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the liver.
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(D) CEUS
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contrast injection
injection shows
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washout
nodule (arrow).
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CEUS images
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at 120
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CEUS LR-M.
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of the
the nodule
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(arrow). This
This is
at biopsy
biopsy
showed
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with
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component.
showed hepatocholangiocarcinoma with predominant cholangiocarcinoma component.

CEUS LI-RADS is assigned when there is rim-APHE, early (<60
seconds) washout, marked washout visible within the first 2 minutes after contrast injection (Fig. 1), or any combination of the
three. Histologic diagnosis by biopsy is recommended for all LR-M
lesions to rule out ICC or other nonhepatocellular malignancy.
Identification of even one of these three criteria is sufficient to
consider LR-M classification. It should be noted that a significant
proportion of LR-M lesions on CEUS are atypical HCCs rather than
non-HCC malignancy.
The definition of LR-M
on CT/MRI
CT/MRI LI-RADS
LI-RADS differs from CEUS
LR-Mon
because of different properties of contrast agents as mentioned
earlier. While targetoid morphology is the main CT and MR imaging feature of LR-M, other features include infiltrative appearance,
marked diffusion restriction, and necrosis or severe ischemia. The
enhancing capsule in CT/MRI LI-RADS should not be confused
with rim APHE on CEUS LI-RADS. The enhancing capsule in CT/
MRI is seen in the portal venous or delayed phase and represents
a tumor capsule or fibrous pseudocapsule.54,55 Since the capsule/
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pseudocapsule is a fibrous structure with large interstitial spaces
but low blood volume, it is does not enhance after administration
of CEUS microbubbles.

Threshold growth is not a major feature in CEUS LIRADS
While threshold growth (ie, >50% diameter increase in 6
months) is one of the major imaging features in CT/MRI LI-RADS,
size change is considered to be of only ancillary importance in
CEUS LI-RADS. This is because it is difficult to capture the same
imaging plane on serial US exams especially when performed in
different institutions or by different operators, and thus the evaluation of size change of liver nodules is not as reliable as CT or
MRI. However, unequivocal growth at serial CEUS examinations
can be used as an ancillary feature favoring malignancy, allowing
the observation category to be upgraded up to LR-4. It is important to remember that ancillary features cannot be used to up-
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grade to LR-5 as the size growth cannot be considered specific for
HCC, but rather of any suspected malignancy. Size stability for >2
years or unequivocal size reduction is an ancillary imaging feature
favoring benignity, permitting the observation category to be
downgraded by one category down to LR-1.

print]
4. Mitchell DG, Bruix J, Sherman M, Sirlin CB. LI-RADS (Liver Imaging
Reporting and Data System): summary, discussion, and consensus
of the LI-RADS management working group and future directions.
Hepatology 2015;61:1056-1065.
5. Kono Y, Lyshchik A, Cosgrove D, Dietrich CF, Jang HJ, Kim TK, et al.
Contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) liver imaging reporting and
data system (LI-RADS(R)): the official version by the american col-

CONCLUSION

lege of radiology (ACR). Ultraschall Med 2017;38:85-86.

CEUS LI-RADS is a comprehensive system for standardizing the
acquisition, interpretation, reporting, and data collection of CEUS
examination for evaluating focal liver lesions detected in patients
at high risk for HCC. The diagnostic algorithm is presented in a
comprehensive table, which assigns a diagnostic category to each
liver nodule based on its size and enhancement features. Users of
LI-RADS should be familiar with important differences in the diagnostic table between CEUS and CT/MRI LI-RADS, reflecting dissimilarities in the image acquisition methods and contrast agent
properties. Also crucial is understanding the criteria for LR-M to
prevent a misdiagnosis of ICC as HCC. Large prospective studies
are needed to validate the performance of CEUS LI-RADS and to
inform its continued refinement, with a major multi-center study
planned.
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